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Abstract

Niger-Congo is the largest referential language group in Africa. The extent to which it represents a true genealogical grouping is not established, though there is a large core set of members of the family that all specialists currently accept as related. These languages spread across Sub-Saharan Africa, and their most significant common feature from a comparative perspective is a distinctive type of noun class system. The largest subgroup of Niger-Congo is Benue-Congo, which includes the Bantu languages that dominate the southern part of the continent. From a typological perspective, Niger-Congo languages are quite varied, especially with respect to their degree of morphological elaboration. This is also true of Benue-Congo, with some of its languages having an isolating morphological character and others showing extensive agglutinating morphology. Future comparative work on the family would likely benefit from greater integration of the results of sociolinguistic investigations into models of its historical development.
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1. What do we mean by Niger-Congo?\(^1\)

First proposed by Greenberg (1949), Niger-Congo has for decades been treated as one of the four major phyla of African languages.\(^2\) The term, as presently used, however, is not without its difficulties. On the one hand, it is employed as a referential label for a group of over 1500 languages, putting it among the largest commonly-cited language groups in the world. On the other hand, the term is also intended to embody a hypothesis of genealogical relationship among the referential Niger-Congo languages that has not been proven.

Reference sources through recent decades, such as Williamson (1989b) and Williamson & Blench (2000), have tended to equate Niger-Congo in its referential and genealogical senses. More current presentations, such as Dimmendaal (2011: 85–92), clearly differentiate between the two, separating out a “core” Niger-Congo, comprising a set of languages groups where evidence of genealogical relationship is comparatively strong, from a second set where it is much weaker. Below, the intended sense of “Niger-Congo” will be made explicit where necessary. The distinction between referential and genealogical Niger-Congo is well illustrated through the comparison of the maps in Figure 1 and in Figure 2.\(^3\)

The map in Figure 1 depicts a relatively uncontroversial genealogical core of Niger-Congo, alongside other African language families and isolates. The map in Figure 2 breaks down core Niger-Congo into commonly-cited subgroups. In addition to the subgroups in Figure 2, referential Niger-Congo would also include the following groups found in Figure 1, going from east to west: Mande, Dogon, Ijo/Defaka (more typically known under the label of Ijoid), and Ubangian, as well as some of the languages indicated as isolates, such as Bayot or Ega.

\(^1\) Parts of this chapter build on research supported by U.S. National Science Foundation Award No. 1360763.

\(^2\) The label Niger-Kordofanian is also used for this group, following Greenberg (1963: 149) and reflecting a genealogical claim—not currently generally accepted (Williamson 1989b: 21)—that Kordofanian languages are a coordinate branch with the rest of Niger-Congo. Today, Niger-Congo dominates as the general term for the group, inclusive of Kordofanian languages believed to be part of the family.

\(^3\) The maps in Figure 1 and Figure 2 were produced by Monika Feinen, cartographer at the Institut für Afrikanistik, University of Cologne.
Figure 1: African languages families and isolates following recent proposals
Figure 2: Niger-Congo subgroups following recent proposals
There are a number of existing works providing overviews of Niger-Congo. The most thorough of these is the edited volume Bendor-Samuel (1989). Others include various chapters in Sebeok (1971), as well as Williamson & Blench (2000), Pulleyblank (2009), and Dimmendaal & Storch (2016). More general references on comparative African linguistics, such as Sands (2009) or Dimmendaal (2011: 318–324), also contain helpful overviews. While inevitably repeating some of the content found in these works, this chapter will also try to complement their coverage.

A targeted and critical overview of work on language relationships will be given in Section 2. In Section 3, there will then be more detailed discussion of Benue-Congo, the subgroup of Niger-Congo of special focus here. Discussion of major typological and areal features of Niger-Congo languages will be given in Section 4. The chapter will conclude with a brief consideration of what a productive research agenda for comparative Niger-Congo linguistics in the twenty-first century might look like in Section 5.

2. Language relationships within Niger-Congo languages

2.1. The history of Niger-Congo classification

The widespread acceptance of a language family associated with the name Niger-Congo can be first attributed to Greenberg (1949), with Greenberg (1963) being more typically cited as a general reference. However, Greenberg’s proposals are best understood as a refinement and extension of ideas developed by earlier scholars, in particular Westermann (1911, 1927) (see also Wallis (1978)). Greenberg’s most important original contribution to Niger-Congo classification is almost certainly his explicit “demotion” of the Bantu languages to the status of a subgroup of Benue-Congo (see Section 3). Previously, Bantu languages had been treated as a separate language family due to their internal cohesion and the fact the comparatively large size of many
of them encouraged the availability of descriptive materials from an early stage (see Cole (1971) for relevant discussion).

Other sources adequately cover the history of Niger-Congo language classification (see, e.g., Greenberg (1981), Williamson (1971, 1989a,b), Dimmendaal & Storch (2016)). Other sources adequately cover the history of Niger-Congo language classification (see, e.g., Greenberg (1981), Williamson (1971, 1989a,b), Dimmendaal & Storch (2016)). Olson (2006) should be singled out for its attention to the details of the evidence provided for many of the subgroups, clarifying, in particular, why a number must be considered unproven. Many of the early classifications are primarily of historiographic interest, though they occasionally contain insights which are of significance for contemporary scholarship. For instance, the early work of Johnston (1919) made use of the term Semi-Bantu to characterize languages with clear “Bantu” affinities but not showing the full range of characteristics that he accorded to Bantu languages (see, e.g., Johnston (1919: 18–20)). Among other possibilities, he discusses whether Semi-Bantu languages could have developed from a “fusion” of Bantu languages with other languages (Johnston 1919: 25), a view more concretely and explicitly adopted by the prominent Bantuist Malcolm Guthrie (1962: 19).

After the work of Greenberg, hypotheses such as these were often summarily rejected. Welmers (1973: 2–3), for instance, completely dismisses the ideas of Johnston (1919) on language mixing. While it is certainly the case that many of the specific ideas found in older works need to be immediately dismissed (with their more racist elements standing out in particular), one sometimes finds parallels between them and more recent scholarly trends. Johnston’s idea of language creation via “fusion”, for instance, clearly anticipates the notion of “mixed” languages, and, given that the development of a Bantu-Cushitic mixture as found in Ma’ā/Mbugu is now amply documented (Mous 2003), we could just as well expect many (much harder to detect) mixed languages to have developed among grammatically and lexically similar
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Niger-Congo languages over the millennia, making a label like “Semi-Bantu” perhaps not as inappropriate as it might first appear.

2.2. Subgrouping within Niger-Congo

Previous overview presentations of Niger-Congo, such as Williamson (1989b), are strongly oriented towards tree-based subgrouping over other kinds of historical relationships, and this limits their value to the non-specialist, who is likely to be interested in issues of language contact and linguistic prehistory as well (see also Dalby (1971) and Heine (1980: 295–297)). Moreover, the evidentiary basis of the presented subgroupings is never entirely clear, and their discovery often relies on relatively coarse methods, e.g., lexicostatistics, as in Bennett & Sterk (1977) (see Schadeberg (1986) for further discussion of their methods). These issues are present in the whole-family tree-based classification given in Williamson & Blench (2000: 18), for instance. Unfortunately, due to a lack of more definitive classifications, the comprehensive nature of such trees means they are republished in other reference sources (see, e.g., Childs (2003: 25) and Schadeberg (2003b: 155)), and this process of “scholarly inertia” (Childs 2003: 47) makes such classifications appear more valid than the evidence warrants.

Accordingly, no specific tree-based classification of the Niger-Congo languages is included here. One can get a more accurate impression of the present state of our knowledge regarding the subgrouping of the family simply by inspecting a map like the one given in Figure 2, as long as a number of qualifications are made (see also Dimmendaal (2011: 85–92) for more detailed discussion). First, the implication in Figure 2 that Bantoid and Bantu are separate major subgroups of Niger-Congo is simply false. Bantu is universally viewed as a subgroup of Bantoid, and Bantoid is viewed as a subgroup of Benue-Congo. This “splitting” representation is due to the importance of Bantu in the context of comparative Niger-Congo studies. Second, while
languages in the various subgroups in the map in Figure 2 are generally considered to belong to Niger-Congo, the genealogical unity of the subgroups themselves is not necessarily established. For example, on the one hand, one finds Kru, whose status as a subgroup is not controversial (Marchese 1989). On the other hand, there is Atlantic, whose status as a subgroup is far from clear (Childs 2003: 46–50).\(^5\) Moreover, as with classificatory trees, one should be wary of assuming that a subgroup is coherent merely because it has been repeatedly listed in the reference literature. Adamawa provides a good example here. It has been part of standard presentations for decades, even though Kleinewillinghöfer (1996: 26) states that its coherence had not yet been convincingly demonstrated, and, to the best of my knowledge, no work has established it since, either.

Other groups raise different problems. Kwa, for instance, is widely viewed as part of a larger complex with Benue-Congo, and it is neither clear where the border between Kwa and Benue-Congo lies nor if Kwa itself is a coherent subgroup within this larger complex (see, e.g., Stewart (1989: 217–222), Williamson & Blench (2000: 17–18), and Kropp Dakubu (2012)). There are similar problems with respect to Gur (Bendor-Samuel 1971: 143, Naden 1989: 142–151), and links between Gur and Adamawa languages have also been proposed (Boyd 1989: 178–179, Elders 2006: 37–38, Kleinewillinghöfer 1996).\(^6\) In the case of Kordofanian, while reasonable evidence for its inclusion within Niger-Congo has been presented, its membership has changed from when it was first proposed, and it is, again, not established if the Kordofanian languages are a coherent subgroup or represent distinct Niger-Congo lineages that independently entered the Nuba mountain refugium (see Schadeberg (1981a), Schadeberg (1989), Dimmendaal (2011: 90–91), Blench (2013)).

---

\(^5\) See Pozdniakov (2008) for discussion of the difficulties involved in conducting comparative work on Atlantic.

\(^6\) The extensive comparative work on the noun class systems of Gur languages reported on in Miehe & Winkelmann (2007) and Miehe et al. (2012) will hopefully add more clarity to the Gur picture in the coming years.
It otherwise seems premature to present any articulation of the Niger-Congo tree above the level of these subgroups. The documentary coverage of the family is also quite uneven, which also has an impact on our understanding of the comparative linguistics of the family. Benue-Congo and Kwa, for instance, are relatively well-documented, whereas most other groups need more attention. The groups just discussed are all, at present, uncontroversial members of genealogical or “core” Niger-Congo (see Section 1). Something should also briefly be said here about additional subgroups, shown in Figure 1, which have been treated as part of referential Niger-Congo. The most well-studied of these is Mande (see Dwyer (1989), Kastenholz (1991/1992)). Mande’s status as a coherent group has been considered clear since at least Koelle (1854) (Dwyer 1998: 30). Dogon languages were poorly known until quite recently, and, as documentation has become more available, good evidence for their inclusion into Niger-Congo has not materialized. Moran & Prokić (2013) focus on the internal classification of Dogon but also discuss the history of its external classification. The group labelled Ijo/Defaka in Figure 1 consists of a small language cluster (Ijoid) along with the Defaka language (Jenewari 1989). A close relationship between Ijoid and Defaka is not yet entirely clear, and Connell et al. (2012) contains an up-to-date overview of the relevant issues. Mande and Ijoid languages will be briefly discussed again in Section 2.3 to clarify why their inclusion within genealogical Niger-Congo should be considered tenuous at present.

The status of Ubangian (or “Eastern” in older publications) as a valid subgroup is not completely clear. Samarin (1971: 224) suggests that it is “obvious”, Boyd (1989: 178–192) is more equivocal, and Moñino (2010) indicates that the unity of the group is no longer obvious (see also Moñino (1988)). Greenberg (1963) proposed grouping Ubangian languages together with Adamawa languages, but good evidence for this has not materialized. Unlike Adamawa languages, which have been found to have good connections to other Niger-Congo languages,
evidence for Ubangian’s inclusion with the rest of Niger-Congo has not been presented, which is why recent overview treatments, such as Dimmendaal (2011: 328), treat it as separate from Niger-Congo.

2.3. What proves relationships in Niger-Congo?

The immediately preceding discussion naturally leads to the question of what comparative evidence exists for Niger-Congo in the first place. Greenberg (1963: 1–5) famously attributed his classification to the use of so-called mass comparison where many languages are looked at in parallel. While this technique may be appropriate for hypothesis raising, there is general agreement that it cannot constitute proof of relationship (see, e.g., Newman (1995: 9) for a perspective that is sympathetic to Greenberg’s work and Campbell & Poser (2008: 168–172) for one that is not).

The strongest evidence for a genealogical unit under the heading of Niger-Congo undoubtedly involves comparison of noun class systems among members of the family. Such a comparison, adapted from Schadeberg (1989: 72), as part of a justification for inclusion of Kordofanian in Niger-Congo, is given in Table 1. The table lists class markers, which are candidates for being cognates, from six reconstructed Niger-Congo groups. As indicated, Oti-Volta is a subgroup of Gur, and Ghana-Togo Mountain Languages (formerly referred to as Togo Remnant languages (Stewart 1989: 221, Blench 2009: 19)) are used to exemplify Kwa langages. The class numbering follows Bantuist conventions (see Katamba (2003), with the addition of Class 6a following Welmers (1973: 163)). Classes 3 and 4 form a singular/plural pairing, as do Classes 5 and 6. Each

---

7 The sources for the reconstructions are as follows: Kordofanian (Schadeberg 1989: 72) (see also Schadeberg (1981b: 123)), Atlantic (Doneux 1975: 114), Togo Remnant (Heine 1968: 187), Oti-Volta (Manessy 1975: 81), Benue-Congo (De Wolf 1971: 51–52), Bantu (Meeussen 1967: 97), Schadeberg (1989) also includes data from the Ubangian language Mba (Carrington 1949: 95), which is removed here due to Ubangian’s questionable status within Niger-Congo (see Section 2.2). Some adjustments have been made based on consultation of original sources and secondary sources such as Dimmendaal (2011: 320).
class is associated with a characterization of its semantics or specific lexical elements reconstructed as belonging to that class (given in single quotes). The Proto-Bantu forms give two distinct series of noun class markers, one for the prefixes appearing on nouns themselves and another for a series of concord markers associated with third-person pronouns, following Meeussen (1967: 97).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>6a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KORDOFANIAN</td>
<td>gu</td>
<td>humans</td>
<td>gu</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>‘tree’</td>
<td>li-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTIC</td>
<td>gu</td>
<td>humans</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>Ci</td>
<td>trees</td>
<td>de-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTI–VOLTA (GUR)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>humans</td>
<td>-bo</td>
<td>-Ci</td>
<td>‘tree’</td>
<td>-di-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHANA–TOGO (KWA)</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>humans</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>‘firewood’</td>
<td>li-</td>
<td>a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENUE–CONGO</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>humans</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>(ti)-</td>
<td>‘tree’</td>
<td>li-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANTU noun</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>humans</td>
<td>mu-</td>
<td>mi-</td>
<td>‘tree’</td>
<td>i-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pronoun</td>
<td>ju</td>
<td>gu-</td>
<td>gi</td>
<td>di-</td>
<td>ga-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Possible cognate noun class markers in Niger-Congo following Schadeberg (1989: 72)

The presentation in Table 1 is strongly suggestive of a genealogical relationship among the relevant groups (see also Williamson (1989b: 38–39) and Kießling (2013: 46) for comparable and more extensive presentations). The form–function matching across classes, reconstruction of pairings of specific singular/plural classes, as well as lexically idiosyncratic groupings of words in certain classes (e.g., ‘egg’, ‘head’, and ‘name’ in Classes 5/6) are not mere typological resemblances.₈ No general reconstruction of the noun class system of Proto–Niger-Congo has been developed (Grinevald & Seifart 2004: 256, Kießling 2013: 45), which is surprising given its importance in establishing relatedness among members of the family.

₈ Hammarström (2013) argues that the data presented in Table 1 is not, in fact, sufficient to establish that Kordofanian is connected to the rest of Niger-Congo, even if it is suggestive of a relationship. This may be true of the other groups as well, but I am not aware of targeted studies.
As indicated in Table 1, in one group, Oti-Volta, noun class suffixes are reconstructed, when, elsewhere, noun class prefixes are reconstructed. Variation between prefixing and suffixing class markers is, in fact, relatively widespread within Niger-Congo and has received a fair amount of attention. It is generally attributed to patterns of morphological loss (e.g., of prefixes on the noun) with subsequent renewal via concordant elements following the noun that morphologize as suffixes (see, among others, Hoffmann (1967: 252–254), De Wolf (1971: 180–182), Welmers (1971b: 15), Greenberg (1977, 1978), Childs (1983), Williamson (1989b: 31–37), and Dimmendaal (2001: 378–381)).

One point that must be emphasized in the use of noun classes to establish family membership is the fact that there are languages that are uncontroversially considered to be Niger-Congo despite lacking synchronic noun class systems. This is especially the case for many Kwa languages. Lexical evidence has been proposed strongly linking Kwa languages without noun classes to nearby languages with noun classes (see, e.g., Bennett & Sterk (1977)), and there is also sometimes evidence of remnant noun class markers on lexical items in these languages making it reasonable to see these as Niger-Congo languages that once had noun class systems but lost them (see Section 4.2).

In a group such as Mande, however, one does not find noun class systems, and the points of lexical similarity to the rest of Niger-Congo are quite weak (Welmers 1971a: 131–132, Bennett & Sterk 1977: 247, Williamson 1989b: 37, Williamson & Blench 2000: 38–39), which is why its inclusion within Niger-Congo is seriously questioned. While Ijoid languages do have noun classes, they are very different in structure from the canonical Niger-Congo system, based on distinctions in animacy and sex (Jenewari 1989: 114–115), and, again, lexical linkages are not strong (Bennett & Sterk 1977: 251). Thus, it is not merely the lack of correspondences like those
in Table 1 that has resulted in controversy regarding the placement of groups like these within Niger-Congo, but also the lack of other strong evidence for their inclusion.

Next to noun class systems, verb extensions are the other major grammatical feature of Niger-Congo languages that has been proposed for family-level reconstruction. These are suffixes which create derived verb stems, often altering verbal argument structure in some way. The most extensive comparative study of these verb extensions is found in Voeltz (1977), and Hyman (2007) provides an up-to-date overview (see also Creissels (2014: 558–567)). A listing of some possibly cognate extensions in Bantu and Atlantic, alongside the Niger-Congo reconstructions of Voeltz (1977: 58–68) (adapted from Hyman (2007: 157)), is given in Table 2. The Proto-Bantu reconstructions (two of which are multimorphemic) are drawn from Schadeberg (2003a: 72) and the Proto-Atlantic ones from Doneux (1975: 106–107).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PROTO-NIGER-CONGO</th>
<th>PROTO-BANTU</th>
<th>PROTO-ATLANTIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPLICATIVE</td>
<td>-de</td>
<td>-id</td>
<td>-ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSATIVE</td>
<td>-ci, -ti</td>
<td>-ic-i</td>
<td>-an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASSIVE</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-t-b-o</td>
<td>-V[+back]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIPROCAL</td>
<td>-na</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-ad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSIVE</td>
<td>-to</td>
<td>-od</td>
<td>-it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Possible cognate verbal extensions in Niger-Congo following Hyman (2007: 157)

Since Bantu and Atlantic languages are at opposite geographic ends of Niger-Congo and do not otherwise show a close relationship, possible cognates in these two branches support a Niger-Congo level reconstruction. However, while the parallels between the verbal extensions in Proto-Bantu and Proto-Atlantic are suggestive of some genealogical connection, there are both formal and functional complications, as discussed in Hyman (2007). Moreover, they do not form a paradigm the way that noun class markers do. This makes their value for proving a genealogical relationship comparatively weak.
Another possible source of evidence which could firmly establish Niger-Congo relationships would be, of course, detailed lexical reconstructions. At the Niger-Congo level, the only serious efforts in this regard appear to be due to Stewart (see, e.g., Stewart (2002, 2007)). This work focuses on comparison between Proto-Bantu and the Potou-Tano subgroup of Kwa, suggesting that this can serve as a foundation for Proto–Niger-Congo. However, as Mous (2007: 72) points out in an obituary, Stewart “regretted the fact that so few people joined him in the strict application of the comparative method to the reconstruction of West African languages.”

Indeed, the level of “proof” available, in general, for the genealogical unity of Niger-Congo falls well short of the highest standards. Nevertheless, available comparisons and the intuitions of specialists, at least regarding so-called “core” Niger-Congo, should not be dismissed lightly, given their exposure to the relevant data. In this regard, the highly negative assessment of Niger-Congo found in Campbell & Poser (2008: 128–133) seems overly pessimistic.

3. **Benue-Congo: Niger-Congo’s largest subgroup**

3.1. **Delineating Benue-Congo and Bantu**

Benue-Congo is the largest commonly-cited subgroup of Niger-Congo, and its members include the Bantu languages, which dominate the southern part of Subsaharan Africa. Non-Bantu Benue-Congo languages are found in a geographically contiguous region of southern Nigeria and adjacent parts of Cameroon, with Bantu languages spread out over a much larger region to the south and east of the rest of the group. Current reference sources place around two thirds of all Niger-Congo languages within Benue-Congo.

In terms of nomenclature and classification, Benue-Congo suffers from the same range of problems as Niger-Congo: Its status as a genealogical unit is not clear, convincing criteria for establishing which groups belong to it have not been presented, and its subgroups are not firmly
established beyond comparatively low-level ones. Williamson (1989a), though now somewhat dated and limited in scope, remains the most extensive published general reference for the group. The most prominent effort at reconstruction is represented by De Wolf’s (1971) work on noun class systems (see also Good (to appear)). Babaev (2008, 2010) is the most recent systematic attempt at Benue-Congo reconstruction, focusing on person marking. By virtue of their emphasis on family-wide reconstruction, these latter works are also useful for their collection of references on the family that are more up-to-date than some of the more standardly cited sources.

The problems in delineating a clear-cut set of Benue-Congo languages can be illustrated by consideration of two prominent classificatory concerns. The first is the division between Benue-Congo and Kwa. A number of language groups of Nigeria at the eastern border of Kwa and western border of Benue-Congo have been variously classified in one or the other subgroup. These include Yoruboid (Capo 1989), Igboid (Manfredi 1989), Edoid (Elugbe 1989), Nupoid (Blench 1989), and Idomoid (Armstrong 1989), all relatively shallow in genealogical terms.

While standard presentations have placed these groups in Benue-Congo for decades on the basis of proposals in Bennett & Sterk (1977), no particularly convincing corroborating evidence has subsequently emerged, leading instead to proposals to “return” them to Kwa (see, e.g., Blench (2015a: § 2.2)). Significant here is that these groups pattern typologically with the isolating languages that are uncontroversially treated as Kwa, rather than the agglutinative languages found in much of Benue-Congo (especially Bantu) (see, e.g., Williamson (1985), Hyman (2004), Good (2012) for relevant discussion). This has led scholars to use the label Kwa to cover both genealogical and typological notions (see, e.g., Aboh & Essegbey (2010: xi) for a recent non-genealogical use of “Kwa”), a source of potential confusion in the literature.

One encounters comparable issues with respect to the delineation of Bantu languages from the rest of Benue-Congo. Despite relatively intense study, it has not yet been possible to devise
criteria which distinguish a “Bantu” group from its nearest Bantoid relatives (Nurse & Philipppson 2003: 5–7). The only proposal for a Bantu-specific innovation that gained serious consideration centered around the presence of nasal consonants in certain Bantu noun classes (Crabb 1965: 14) (see also Hyman (1980: 184) and Table 1). Voorhoeve (1980) discusses difficulties with this proposal arising from consideration of shared vocabulary alongside noun class innovations for certain Bantoid languages of the Cameroon Grassfields. More strikingly, Miehe (1991) suggests a much broader provenance for nasal noun classes, well outside of Bantu. Thus, somewhat ironically, even the most well-studied subgroup within Niger-Congo cannot be considered to be firmly established as a true genealogical entity.

3.2. Benue-Congo subgroups

As just discussed, the precise borders of Benue-Congo can fluctuate depending on the classification. In this section, the less controversial subgroups of Benue-Congo will be briefly introduced. The more difficult cases of subgroups whose classification has shifted between Kwa and Benue-Congo were listed in Section 3.1.

Bantu and its closest relatives comprise Bantoid, Benue-Congo’s largest uncontroversial subgroup, which probably contains two thirds of all Benue-Congo languages. Of these, around 150–200 are non-Bantu Bantoid languages. These occupy a compact region on either side of the Nigeria–Cameroon border, though it should be said that, as with Bantu, precise boundaries for Bantoid have not been established. The other units of “core” Benue-Congo include Cross River, a group of sixty or so languages spoken in southeastern Nigeria (Faraclas 1989), as well as the groups Kainji, Plateau, and Jukunoid (Gerhardt 1989). These are spoken in scattered areas of central Nigeria (with some Jukunoid languages also found in Cameroon). Kainji is associated with around sixty languages, Plateau around seventy, and Jukunoid around twenty. These groups
have been classified together (see Gerhardt (1989: 359–360)), though referential classifications now treat them as separate from each other. The languages of the Kainji group are especially distinctive, and, as data on them becomes increasingly available, it seems likely that they will play an important role in coming to a better understanding of Proto–Benue-Congo (see McGill & Blench (2012), Blench & McGill (2014), Blench (2015b)). In addition to these major groups, there are a number of languages that are placed within Benue-Congo but of otherwise uncertain affiliation, for instance, Ukaan (Salffner & Sands 2012). If we exclude the Bantu languages, the most striking overall pattern of core Benue-Congo is the great language density of the region where they are spoken (see, e.g., Stallcup (1980: 44)) and the degree of grammatical diversity one finds even within languages belonging to a single subgroup.

The surprising extent of their grammatical diversity can be seen in, for instance, the study of Cross River noun classes found in Faraclas (1986), where he argues that the diversity of noun class systems within this single subgroup can stand in as a model for all of Benue-Congo. Gerhardt (1994) makes similar arguments for the Plateau group and Good et al. (2011) describe a remarkable degree of noun class system diversity in the small cluster of languages of the referential Yemne-Kimbi group. This is not to say that Benue-Congo languages do not share many typological similarities (see Section 4). Rather, the extent to which the range of variation found within the whole of Benue-Congo can also be found within its subgroups is striking.

Finally, it is worth noting that, due to the prominence of Bantu, the label Benue-Congo is variously used either in the “regular” way for a subgroup of Niger-Congo which includes the Bantu languages or to refer only to non-Bantu Benue-Congo languages. In particular, if a given source labels a language as belonging to “Benue-Congo”, this will almost certainly mean “non-Bantu Benue-Congo”. Similarly, “Bantoid” is often used to mean “non-Bantu Bantoid”.
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4. Niger-Congo language typology

4.1. The areality of major Niger-Congo features

Due to Niger-Congo’s dominance of the African continent, there is considerable overlap between the typology of Niger-Congo languages and those of Africa in general. On the one hand, this means that continent-wide overviews such as Clements & Rialland (2008) and Creissels et al. (2008) can serve as a useful reference for Niger-Congo typology, and each covers the relevant issues in much more detail than is possible here. On the other hand, it also means that there are relatively few typological features that specifically distinguish Niger-Congo from other languages of the continent. In particular, since it spans a number of linguistic areas, diverse influences have hindered the maintenance of a unique typological profile for the family (see Dimmendaal (2001), Good (2017)).

The distribution of labial-velar consonants (e.g, kp and gb) illustrates these points relatively clearly. These consonants are exceptionally rare from a worldwide perspective, except in a region of Africa that has been termed the Macro-Sudan belt, running roughly east–west from the Atlantic Ocean to the Ethiopian highlands and bounded to the north by the Sahara and the south by the Central African rainforest (see Güldemann (2008)). Niger-Congo languages dominate this belt, and it is languages of this family where such consonants are most likely to be found (Maddieson 2013). At the same time, labial-velars are found in languages outside of Niger-Congo as well, such as in the Chadic (Afro-Asiatic) language Kotoko (Bouny 1977: 64) but are almost non-existent in Bantu languages except for those northern Bantu languages bordering the Macro-Sudan region (Güldemann 2008: 155–156). Thus, they are an “African” feature that is very much present in Niger-Congo, but which does not characterize the whole family.

The distribution of ATR, or cross-height, harmony in Niger-Congo shows a similar pattern. Languages in the Macro-Sudan region often exhibit vowel harmony where one set of high and
mid vowels forms a harmony class against another set of high and mid vowels, specifically, /i u e o/ vs. /i ʊ e ɔ/ (Casali 2008). Bantu languages, by contrast, tend to show different, typologically unusual vowel harmony patterns (Clements & Rialland 2008: 49–54) (see also Hyman (1999)).

There is a comparable distributional pattern with respect to the presence of alternative OV word orders alongside the more typically African VO word order. SVO word order dominates Niger-Congo, either as the only frequent word order or as one of two common word orders, the other being S-(Aux)-O-V (Güldemann 2008: 159–163). For instance, in the Cross River (Benue-Congo) language Leggbó, SVO word order is most typical, but, in negative sentences, the word order shifts to SOV, as in (1) (Good 2007: 111–112).

(1) a. Wàdum sè e-dzi lidzil.
   man DEF 3s-eat food
   “The man ate food.”

   b. Wàdum sè lidzil eè-dzi.
   man DEF food 3s.NEG-eat
   “The man didn’t eat food.”

As recognized in the influential work of Heine (1976: 39–42) (see also Heine (1975)), this type of word order split between languages is correlated with other features, with languages with relatively rigid VO word typically showing noun-genitive order and those exhibiting possible OV order showing genitive-noun order. Languages of this latter type are areally restricted to the western half of the Macro-Sudan belt, encompassing a number of Niger-Congo subgroups, in

---

9 A more recently documented phenomenon with similar distribution is the presence of portmanteau morphemes encoding subject person and number along with information on tense, mood, or aspect (Anderson 2016).
particular Atlantic, Kru, Kwa, and (following the pattern seen above) non-Bantu Benue-Congo, but not Bantu. This word order pattern is also characteristic of Mande languages, and it seems likely that its presence in core Niger-Congo is due to Mande influence of some kind, again presenting us with an “African” feature in which Niger-Congo participates, but is only partly implicated.

Even if many Niger-Congo characteristics can be classified as “areal”, it is not the case that we can divide the family neatly into a handful of discrete areas. This is seen, for instance, in the results of the survey of African tone patterns in Wedekind (1985: 109). The survey reveals concentric patterns of tonal complexity where pockets of languages with five distinctive tone levels in Côte d’Ivoire, the southern Nigeria-Cameroon border, and southwestern Ethiopia are surrounded by regions with four distinctive levels, which are, in turn, all part of a large region, corresponding to much of the Macro-Sudan area, with three distinctive tone levels. This region is itself embedded in a two-tone area comprising the bulk of Subsaharan Africa. Thus, there are a number of “sub-areas” within the larger areas.

Noun class systems are the one Niger-Congo typological feature that most clearly escapes this areal patterning. While their genealogical implications get more attention (see Section 2.3), they also have distinctive typological properties. For instance, Niger-Congo noun class systems are cross-linguistically exceptional for not being based on a distinction between sexes (see Corbett (2013)). While non-sex-based systems are found elsewhere in the world, they are a minority type and, except for Niger-Congo, rare in Africa. Kießling (2013: 44–45) gives an overview of other major typological features of Niger-Congo noun class systems (see also Welmers (1973: 159–183) and Grinevald & Seifart (2004: 245–257)).

Another noteworthy typological feature of these systems is that, while classes may have specific associations with a given number (e.g., singular, plural, or mass), number does not
typically exist as a significant morphological category. Rather, each class affix is “autonomous and mono-morphemic” (Welmers 1973: 159).\(^\text{10}\) This can be seen by consideration of the Proto-Bantu noun class system, as presented in Table 3 and adapted from Maho (1999: 51) and Katamba (2003: 114–119). The labels for semantic categories associated with each class should be taken as only approximate (see Denny & Creider (1976, 1986), Moxley (1998), Maho (1999: 63–69), and Dingemanse (2006) for further discussion).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
<th>SEMANTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 mü-</td>
<td>2 βà-</td>
<td>humans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mü-</td>
<td>4 mi-</td>
<td>trees, plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 li-</td>
<td>6 mà-</td>
<td>mixed/ Cl. 6 liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 ki-</td>
<td>8 βì-</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ni-</td>
<td>10 lì-ni-</td>
<td>animals, mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 lì-</td>
<td></td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 kà-</td>
<td>13 tì-</td>
<td>aug., dim., etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 βà-</td>
<td></td>
<td>abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 kù-</td>
<td></td>
<td>infinitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 pà-</td>
<td></td>
<td>location on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 kù-</td>
<td></td>
<td>location at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 mü-</td>
<td></td>
<td>location in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 plì-</td>
<td></td>
<td>diminutive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Proto-Bantu noun classes

Various generalizations emerge from Table 3, supporting the claim that the noun classes are morphologically autonomous and number is not morphologically encoded. First, there is no consistent formal relationship between paired singular and plural class markers. Second, several of the classes have semantics where number simply does not appear to be a relevant notion (e.g., the locative classes). Third, while simplified presentations of Bantu noun classes imply that singular/plural pairings are relatively consistent, it is not uncommon for there to be lexically-conditioned variability in how a given singular noun forms its plural and vice versa (see, e.g., Maho (1999: 53) for discussion specific to Bantu and Good (2012: 316–319) and Lovegren

\(^{10}\) There are, however, cases where number has developed into an active morphological category (see, e.g., Schadeberg (2001) on Swahili).
(2013: 125–128) for relevant examples from a Bantoid language). Finally, we also see in the Bantu case how a single class, namely Class 6, simultaneously serves plural and mass encoding functions, again suggesting that a singular/plural opposition is not basic to the system.

The Niger-Congo noun class system, therefore, constitutes both a genealogical indicator of the family and a typological feature of many Niger-Congo languages. Reduction of the noun class system in many Niger-Congo languages means it is not a grammatical feature common across the family. However, extreme patterns of loss are associated with broader patterns of reduction centered around the “Kwa” area (see Section 4.2), meaning that, unlike other “Niger-Congo” features, this type of noun class system is not restricted to a specific region but, rather, is found generally except in a specific area. Most striking in this regard is that the most well-developed noun class systems within Niger-Congo are found in the “peripheral” groups of Bantu (see Table 3) and Atlantic (see, e.g., the descriptions of Fula noun class systems as found in Arnott (1970: 67–109) and Breedveld (1995: 295–460)), where mutual contact can not be a factor in their maintenance.

4.2. The typology of Benue-Congo languages

Given the geographic extent of the Benue-Congo group and the fact that it straddles major areal boundaries, the general comments about the typology of Niger-Congo languages discussed in Section 4 are largely applicable to Benue-Congo as well. Beyond this, the most striking feature of Benue-Congo language typology is almost certainly the diversity of the morphological systems found within the family, ranging from the isolating “Kwa” type, which encompasses many languages of the referential Kwa group as well as Benue-Congo languages spoken nearby to Kwa languages (see Section 2.2), to the agglutinating Bantu languages, with languages spoken in
between these groups showing profiles intermediate between the two (see Hyman (2004), Good (2012)).

This morphological diversity can be illustrated by comparison of an example like that in (2), from the “Kwa”-like Benue-Congo language Yoruba, with the example in (3), from the Bantu language Chichewa. The Yoruba example employs a serial verb structure to encode a benefactive construction and shows no morphological complexity in its words. In the Chichewa example, there are instances of affixation on both the nouns (e.g., the Class 7 chi- marker on the word chitsíru ‘fool’) and the verb, which contains a subject agreement prefix, a tense marker, an applicative extension, and the so-called “final vowel”, an inflectional marker found throughout Bantu not associated with a clear-cut functional category (see Nurse (2008: 260–261)). The Yoruba example can be further compared with the example in (4), from the Kwa language Fon Gbe, which shows a morphosyntactically parallel construction (with an apparent vestigial prefix in the first vowel of the word àsón ‘crab’ (Good 2012: 305)). The example from the Bantoid language Naki in (5) illustrates the gradient nature of this typological divergence within Benue-Congo. Here, one finds words like àcôm and kâm, both of which exhibit prefixal morphology coding Class 7 (with the shapes a- and k- respectively). However, while verbs in this language show tonal morphology, their segmental morphology is quite limited. Subject agreement is not found for instance, though there are some prefixal elements that participate in tense-mood-aspect marking, one of which, with shape a, is seen on the verb âgê in (5) and marks a kind of consecutivization. The noun nyâm ‘10.animal’ in this example has no segmental affix, but its tone pattern changes to code number. In its comparative lack of segmental morphology, Naki is more “Kwa”-like, but with respect to overt morphological coding of grammatical categories, it is more “Bantu”-like.
As seen, this morphological divergence within Benue-Congo affects both nominal and verbal morphology. It is also associated with a general reduction in word size in Kwa-type languages. A matter of open debate is whether the highly agglutinating morphological structures found in Bantu represent the conservative situation for Benue-Congo, with a language like Naki, as exemplified in (5), representing a partial reduction en route to the Kwa type, or whether Bantu became more morphologically complex at some stage with Proto–Benue-Congo being of a more intermediate type. Güldemann (2003: 184–185) suggests, for example, that the Bantu verbal prefixes may result from a relatively historically shallow grammaticalization process involving an
S-Aux-O-V structure of the sort discussed in Section 4.1 (see also Güldemann (2011) and Hyman (2011)). Given that Benue-Congo diversity is reflective of Niger-Congo diversity more broadly, this issue has clear implications for the family as a whole.

Overall, the most straightforward way of understanding Benue-Congo typology involves recognizing that its northwestern area is found within the Macro-Sudan region, and, thereby, participates in the various areal processes found in the Macro-Sudan and associated sub-regions, while the Bantu spread resulted in Benue-Congo languages being spoken well outside this area, with a resulting change in their historical trajectory. The Bantoid area, as well as northwestern Bantu, partly participated in the historical processes of the Macro-Sudan area, though not as extensively as, say, Yoruba (see also Nurse & Philippson (2003: 5)).

5. Advancing the comparative picture

The intertwining of early linguistic work on African languages with the larger imperialist enterprise led to a number of unfortunate distortions of the continent’s linguistic picture (Irvine 2008). Given this, it is hardly surprising that much work in the latter half of the twentieth century emphasized a treatment of African language history based on the results of Indo-European scholarship (see, e.g., Welmers (1973: 1–19)) as a kind of corrective to earlier racist ideologies. At this point, however, the limitations of reductionist, tree-based approaches to the historical modeling of Niger-Congo linguistic development have become clear, and the most promising way forward almost certainly involves the integration social facts into our models of the family’s history (see also Lüpke & Storch (2013: 208–223)).

In particular, comparative work has not paid enough attention to the pervasive multilingualism of Subsaharan African societies (see, e.g., Fardon & Furniss (1994: 4)). Multilingualism almost certainly has a crucial role to play in understanding well-known
comparative problems, such as the difficulty of finding a clear boundary between Bantu and Bantoid or Benue-Congo and Kwa (see Section 3.1) or even how, despite covering a vast stretch of territory, the Bantu languages behave more like a dialect continuum than a series of discrete languages (Schadeberg 2003b: 158) (see also Möhlig (1979, 1981)).

While multilingualism is most typically understood as a force for convergence, we must also consider its potential role in linguistic divergence. Within Niger-Congo societies, there is evidence that divergence may involve more socially active processes than implied either by the standard interpretations of the tree-based and wave-based models of language change, where divergence is understood to be largely the result of “drift” due to geographic expansion (Heggarty et al. 2010: 3830). African linguistic cultures are well documented as employing different kinds of manipulated language (see Storch (2011)), which are a likely source of many localized patterns of divergence. The fact that speakers in highly multilingual societies know many languages facilitates not only convergence but also deliberate divergence. Both processes require knowledge of the language being used as a model—either for purposes of emulation or distancing (see Schadeberg (1981c: 212) and Di Carlo & Good (2014: 243–246) for possible Niger-Congo examples of these latter processes).

If there is a general lesson from this survey, then, it is almost certainly that a bias towards presenting classificatory trees, as opposed to the nature of the evidence underlying each position in the tree, has hindered progress in comparative Niger-Congo linguistics. What has been lacking, in particular, are studies that develop a historical model of the evolution of Niger-Congo at various levels via the integration data from lexicon and grammar with what is also known about the sociohistorical context in which these languages have been spoken.
Glossing abbreviations
1. . . 19(a) without “s” or “p” noun classes
1, 2, 3 with “s” or “p” person and number
APPL applicative
CNS consecutive
DEF definite
FV inflectional final vowel
NEG negative
PRS present
PST past
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